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Abstract
/

While working on image analysis systems we found no global approach to the information reduction process neoessary t o extract the semantic description of an image.
Up t o now image processing uses standard methods,
algorithms and a great deal o f a-priori-information
tion.
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Every practical solution needs a-priori-information

tation process and t o rnake the algorithms efficient.

The

third

a-priori-information

to s~mplify the segmen-

Today most image segmenta-

tion methods do not work without a-priori-information.
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grayvalue distributions

is inflexible and restricts its own appli-

Little differences in the input data can render the method useless.

Struc-

reacts flexibly t o little changes in the input data because i t uses infor-

mation about the structure of
algorithms
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are for example fixed values like grayvalues, dis-
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1. lntroduction

Digital images contain a great deal of information.

By methods of digital image pro-

cessing and pattern recognition an attempt is made t o reduce the large amount of
information t o a brief and abstract description of the image contents.

This process

can be divided into the steps

-

image preprocessing

- image segmentation
- pattern recognition.

In the first step the image will be improved. i.e.

some properties will be enhanced.

For example this process reduces the amount of noise t o support the second step
which solves the next

task.

the segmentation.

This

step recognizes meaningful

contents of the image which are in fact subimages or sets of pixels with a certain
semantic meaning. In a final step (pattern recognition) a further reduction of information t o a formal description of the image is performed.
often mixed up.

The last two steps are

Confronted with such a task, we first find some standard methods

in the literature which look very nice at a first glance (1,2.3,4).

When attempting

t o apply them. we soon recognize that this is not all we need t o solve our problem. Co we begin t o modify the standard methods and if this is not enough,

we

develop our own dedicated methods (which can be presented at a congress).

Investigating the descrrbed process in more detail..we
that helps us to analyze an image:

a-priori-information

find a third important matter
(a-p-1.1.

Whoever has t o

riolve an image processing task uses a Lot of information he has a priori about a
distinctive class of Images. When he decides which standard methods may be suitable, he uses a-priori-information

the first time.

dedicated task he also uses a-priori-information.
the greatest amount of a.p.i..
the iise o f a.p.i.

ts obvious.

- self-developed methods
-
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Self-developed

methods contain

When he gives an image segment a certain meaning
Thus,

we can summarize that basically three ingredi-

ents are used t o build an image processing task:

-- standard rnethods

When he modifies* a method for his

.,

In this paper we do not want t o say anything against the use of a.p.1..

In fact,

priory information is a powerful help and indispensible in his context.

The best

image processing system,
the visual system of

which works a very Long time successfully in routine.

the human being himself.

a

is

It i s very fast arid reliable and

s o l v e s problems in less then a second which a computer program cannot s o l v e in
hours. One explanation for this superiority is that man has a-pr~ori-inforrnation about
image contents.

We use this information instinctively when we use our visual svs-

tem and a l s o in most cases during the development of artificral systems.

3. Distinction

a-priori-Information

The quality of an image processlng system becomes obvious when the input irnages
differ from

the

the kind o f a.p.i.
o f a.p.1.

training images.

The reaction of the system largely

A bad kind of a.p.1.

i t contains.

are fixed values.

depends on
A better kind

is knowledge about the structure o f the image.

A smatl example can demoristrate the diffcrence between t h e s ~t w o kinds:
problem may be t o find dark oblects on a lryht background.
segmented b y

a threshold operation

because the

A given

The o b j e c t s r n n b r

grayvalue histograrn

is

alway:,

bimodal. There are t w o ways t o implement the segmentation:

1) A f i x e d gray value i s the optimal threshold,

2) The

threshold

value

is

the

minimum

e.g.

between

57.
the

two

peaks

tnr the

smoothed grayvalue histogram.

If the input image in this example differs in the grayvalues because the illumination
i s n o t always the Same o r the preparation of the material is not absolutly constant.
the fixed value will fall but the second method will *agam be successfui.

Thus, we

distinguish

- static a.p.i..
-
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structural a.p.i..

The boundary between this t w o kinds is vague. Structure is also static. We do iiot
mean the structure itself but implementation or representatiori of a.p.1
rithm.

The implementation expense 1s higher when

static value can be implemcrili-d very quickty (thr
I

in the algo-

we use structural a.p.1..
'quick and dirty'
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The

runtime of an algorithm with r t a t i c values will dlways b e better thöri n vprrion with

I
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4- Some E x a m ~ l e s

A-priori-information

can be used in different stages.

In the first stage,

we use

information about the objects in the image. Here ~t is helpful t o have a model of
the 0bject which can be determined b y some parameters.

The a-priori-information

is the model and the parameters will be determined in the analysis process.
model is sfructural a-priori-information.

The model does not change,

A

only fhe par-

ameters which will be determined for each object.

Objects in images can be detected by their
about the structure of

edges

edges.

can be very helpful.

Therefore a-priori-information
Marr and Hildreth (6) used

structural a priori-tnformation' about edges t o detect the position of an edge.
idea is that extractable information
in grayvatues.
the gradient

The places of maximum change can be found b y peak detection of

or

equ~valently b y the

these zero-crossirtgs
content.

The

basically only found where there are changes

13

zero-crossings

of

the

Laplacian.

Combining

of various scales gives a good representation o f the image

Another approach t o detect objects in an image is t o analyse the texture

o f the objects (7). Texture depends on structural features o f the objects. It is also
structural a-priori-information.

The visual syctem of

the human being also uses

structural a priort tnformation- This structural information can help us in the development of artificial visual systems (5).

Ullman uses the knowledge of the rtgidity

of most oblectc t o deterrnine the three-dimensional

structure from motion.

In the developmental process of an image processing system we should always be
coriscious of the a-priari-inforrr~ation we use.

uce of a.p.1.

A good example for the consciuos

1s a paper of Itedtke and Kappei (8). They first collected their a.p.i.

about a clasr of Images and ttte s~grnenlationalgorithm is based on this information.

5. Conclusion

The decision how t o implement a.p.1 1s a decision between implementation expence
and runtcme a t one tiand and reliability at the other hand.
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